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WRITING AND TEACHING CASES

I say that the strongest principle of growth lies in human choice.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda

WRITING CASES

have sought to present in these
hile at the same time endeavoring
form so that they will be manage-

Some cases seem, at first reading, to present just a slice of life.

ks, Case Study lnst¡tute.
ouse, Boston, MA; now
New Haven, CT 065fi.
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However, as any student of literature knows, each tranche de vie has its
own pecullar slant. Case-writlng and case-teaching are closely interrelated,
and the partlcular slant of a case ls determined in part by the use to which
it ls to be put ln the classroom. Thus, before we go further in our
discussion of case teaching it is worthwhile to pursue the subject of case
selection and case writing.

Case Selection

While a number of cases are presently being made available through
the lntercolleglate Case Clearing House at Harvard Business School, it is
likelythat you wlll select one or more situations and begin to develop your
own cases. ln this event, some of the polnters which follow may be of use
to you.

Materlal which glves the promise of yielding a good case study is

called a case 'lead.' lt ls lmpoftant to be discriminating when choosing a
case lead. A situation may look promising to an outsider, but when the
lead is pursued further the researcher may discover that e¡ther there are no
substantial confllcts or else they are too poorly articulated to bear
invest¡gation. lt ls helpful to bear in mind four simple criteria in your
selective process:

1) Does the situation pose some kind of dilemma, a problem for which
there ls no easy solution?

2) Are the partiblpants ln the actual event wllling to cooperate with you and
enable you to gather the lnformation needed?

responsibility for
confidential until
sed in a specific

4) Does the study of the situatlon relate to a course need or objective?

case teads can be found in newspapers, magazine articles, denomina-
with friends, or through Personal
issues a caveat to its researchers
the writer as participant can fail to
real case to write the document

whether
n, and if
r helpful

Case Research

1) Are you obtaining sufficient information so the case will relate essential
facts?

2) Have you given careful attention to the timing so that you know which
event preceded others?

3).q9 you have-personal interviews with key people who represent the
exísting range of opinion on the issues?

4) Have you kept an open mind? lf you can resist prejudiciar and
dogmatic judgments, you might discover an even richer caée tñan you had
hoped to f¡nd.
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WRITING THE CASE

To a e case exh ofan
art form. like the art ns of
the form The follo mostcommon be of help

2) Exposition. several paragraphs of background material serve to g¡ve
the readers essential facts about the past añd lead them to the present.

3) Development section. Th in this part of the case.
lncluded in this section are participänts, reflecrions
they make, and other signifi ta.

4) Summary or recapitulation of the problem.

5) Exhibits. Any pertinent material that would detract from the text by
introduc.ing an element of artificiality can be included in the case study
"answef to appendixes.
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the story. One important job for you, then, is to learn how to symbolize
or suggest a frame of mind, an approach to a problem, and attitude. A
certain fact or statement rnay be used to represent a much larger reality.
To a sharp eye a church budget can be a clue to the priorities and limits
a congregation has assigned to the life of the congregation.

Several case conventions can help you maintain the illusion of reality
that you are working so hard to create. Throwing the reader directly into
the situation at the beginning of the case establishes the fact that the
action ls to be seen through the eyss of the partic¡pants. As a general rule
the case-writer, a potenthl disrupter of the \,villing suspension of disbelief"
that a case creates, does not appear as a character.

By skillfully handling transition, you can allow the story to emerge in a
natural way. The use of juxtaposition as a tool to enhance meaning and
create drama is important to keep in mind. Other devices, such as
recording small sequences of conversation verbatim, describing the
environment colorfully, all add to the'realitf of the case.

A good case will operate at many levels of abstraction. While at one
point in the discussion a student might be prevailed upon to discuss the
pastoral versus the priestly responsibilities of a minister to a congregation,
another t¡me the students are pushed to dec¡de what they would actually
do to balance the two roles in the conterct of the case situation. ln other
words, a strong case ls one which allows the ¡nstructor to ask both the
abstract and the concrete questlon in lhe classroom. Part of the excite-
ment of writlng a cas€ is knowing that you as its author are able to
construct it with that built-in-versati¡¡ty. lt is knowing that in many different
ways the document you create has the potential to challenge students to
make a choice; to clriallenge them to exercise their moral and ethical
judgment. Perlnps thls process will help them come to an expanded
realization of wlnt alternatives they are truly allowing themselves, and the
e)ûent of their opportunities for growth

Thus far we have focused on a standard case format - a kind of .case

valuable alternatives in selecting and
y helpful 'heresies' if you will. Case
ln an experimental Phase within

theolog¡cal educatlon. As you experiment in case-writing and teaching, it
is important that you share your insights and the new forms you discover.

TEACHING THE CASE

or problem. The struggle 1o meet the case with an ethical, theologically
viable, coherent, and practical solution or evaluation is what the clasé timó
is about.

Those discussing the case probably share a number of common ideals
and/or principles; they have no doubt undertaken personal quests for such
intangibles as honesty, love, justice, peace. How the students rank these

rmulating solutions to case
"game plan'for each case
groups, and purposes are

offered.

The teacher must first probe the stuöents' insight into the case. What
r's the situatíon, not ¡ust what does it appear to be? What changes are
possible? Who can bring them about? Hor¡/? What is the role of...? How
do formalized strategies fare in meeting the needs of this situation? Which
responses cover more of the "pain' points? Whf Questions like these
are useful in getting the discussion started.

Probe in as many ways as you can. When a student moves the
discussion into areas you did not intend to focus on, keep with the
person's insights so long as the group seems to be benefiting. When a
person makes outlandish assessments or decisions, call on another
student for evaluation. 'What do you think of that, Susan?" "Does that
sound fishy to you?' When imprecise words are used by students, try to
restate them with sharper expressions if you can. Turn student questions
back to the asker. 'That's a good question. What lies behind it in the way
of intimations about a solution?' ln every way seek to explore the situation
as an observer, analyst, and ethical person.

I

I
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Your second and information surface,
you will be tempt to minimize conflicts and
differences. But resisting. ln the rarefied

Your thlrd lob ls to oversee what ls
It mlght be that the group relleves you
it until someone assumes it. Students

ones.

Here are some practical aids which other-case teachers suggest you

might draw upon during class sessions:

1) Role Ptay. You may wish to assign parts either to individuals or to the
g'roup as á whote, either for brlef and lnformal perlods or for more

änJ,is¡ué times. 'Vou are the sesslon of the church, the advisors, the

power elite, the blacks of the community.'

Place them
Po¡nt of view.
rePresenting
minds' lt will

increase side-conversations to do thls, but informal learning may increase
proportionally. You can always dissolve the groups of students if you
encounter too much interference with the train of the discussion.

4) Time limits. lt frequently helps to be aware of the tíme in deating with
cases, just as lt does when one is involved in simulation gameõ and
counseling sesslons. A warnlng of specific time limits on individual
remarks will allow you the unquestioned right to interrupt the "sermonizer"
who likes the sound of his/her own voice. Students familiar with the case-
study process develop a capacityfor putt¡ng a check on their over-talkative
colleagues, thus relieving the instructor of this task.

6) Call for evidence. You don't want to foster legalism, to be sure.
However, occasionally you need to refocus on the actual experience to be
addressed. 'When evidence have you that it would work?" Offers an open
possibility for response either from the case or from personal experience.

7) Ca nudge.
lf the to ask:"Geor u?"

8) Observe the "little lhings," Eye contact, noise level, body attitudes,
and side remarks will help you know when to pause and when to move on
if you are attentive to them.

9) Relate contributions. You can buttress the constructive process by
rephrasing one person's words in the vocabulary of another. "Susan, is
that what you meant by --?' Teaching a case can be compared in some
sense to playing a hand of cards. lt is your job as ¡nstructor to remember
what cards have been played and what important points have been left out.
You are then in a position to relate contributions, build on points that have
been made previously, and elicit responses in areas that have not been
explored. ln order to do all this well you must have a thorough knowledge
of the issues in the case and all the poss¡ble paths of action that might be
taken, so that when a student makes a point its implication is immediately
clear to you and you can (a) exercise judgment as to whether to en-
courage the student to push foruard with the analysis and discover
another related point, or (b) see that the student's statement conflicts with,
or is part of an important part of, the assumption another student made ten
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m¡nutes before. Some conservative prOfessorsat Harvard Business School
say it takes a mlnlmum of eight hours to prepare a new case.

10) Closure. lt ls really Is lnappropriate to lnteriect one of your cherished
ob'servations at the end of the sesslon. lf it is an lmportant one it should

be lncluded earller ln the class. However, it ls most appropriate to
commsnt truthfully on the enterpr¡se as people have experienced it. You

can call on others for help here, too'

and teach¡n
in a However,
tem of th¡s met
Good wishes to You.
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